
	 VENEER	PEELING	MACHINE	CAB2

Attendants 1	(for	the	whole	line)

Power required 32.5	kW

Min. air pressure 6	kp	/	cm2

Air consumption 15	m3	free	air	/	hour

Max. billet length 660	mm

Min. billet length 570	mm

Max. billet diameter 800	mm

Min. billet core dia. 80	mm

Max. veneer
thickness 3.08	mm

Min. veneer 
thickness 0.56	mm

Knife length 740	mm

Net weight 6,700	kg

Gross weight 8,400	kg

Shipping volume 24	m3

TECHNICAL	SPECIFICATIONS



Spare part orders and service, new machine inquiries, 
mechanical repairs and preventive maintenance, 
contact us at info@arenco.com or call +46 480 945 00

Arenco–CAB2 Veneer Peeling Machine 
DESCRIPTION	OF	FEATURES
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Arenco AB, Box 915, 391 29 Kalmar, Sweden • Phone +46 480 945 00 • info@arenco.com

The CAB2 Veneer Peeling Machine is de-
signed to be part of the CAB2/CEK/CEIJOAL 
Splint Production Line. The Peeler can also 
be used as a separate machine or be adapted 
to other lines. The machine can operate fully 
automatically or semi automatically, operated 
by the operator via a joy stick. The machine 
offers:
- improved veneer quality
- improved wood utilization
- saving of labor

Characteristics
*Billet separation/centering before    
entering peeler
*Clamping of billet in stillstand
*Double grippers on both sides
*Automatically variable knife clearance   
angle
*Floating pressure bar
*Pre adjustable knife holder
*Automatic core rejection
*Rigid vibration free design
*Automatic working cycle
*Constant veneer speed by means of   
frequency regulated drive motor

Working procedure
On the billet infeed conveyor one billet at 
a time is separated and then pushed into 
position into the centering device. The billet 
is centered, waiting in position to be moved 
into the peeler as soon as the peeling of the 
previous billet is finished.
   The centering jaws move forwards into 
clamping position and the billet is clamped 
between the not rotating grippers of the 
spindles. The centering jaws return to their 
initial position, ready for centering of next 
billet. 
   At this moment the billet starts rotating and 
the knife slide moves towards the billet with 
high speed.

When two photocells detect the billet the 
knife slide is slowed down to operating speed 
and the “rounding up” of the billet begins. 
The produced veneer pieces are detected 
by a number of photocells. When some of 
these photocells are sensing veneer during a 
certain time, this is a measurement that the 
veneer is fit for use. 
   When so happens the pressure bar is au-
tomatically engaged. The Veneer is then by 
the CEK Clipper directed to the CEL Stacker 
instead of the waste conveyor which was the 
case before.
   The peeling cycle proceeds automatically. 
The knife clearance angle will adjust itself in 
accordance with the billet diameter to keep 
the peeling geometry at an optimum level 
and create good veneer. The pressure bar is 
“floating”, that is not fixed but pressing with 
a certain force against the billet. The pressure 
is easily adjustable to fit the kind of wood. 
The pressure is kept constant and can never 
get too hard or too loose. This is another 
reason why the machine is producing an even 
and high quality of veneer without cracks. 
When the knives slide approaches the outer 
grippers these retract. At a core diameter of 
80 mm, the spindles stop, the pressure bar 
is lifted and the knife slide returns. The right 
hand spindle retracts and the core is falling 
down making space for a new incoming billet. 
Waste conveyors to take care of cores veneer 
waste should be arranged below floor level.
   Knife change-over is quickly done thanks to 
the special type of knife holder, pre adjusted 
already in the grinding room. Control equip-
ment:
- Fully automatic sequence as described   
above.
- Semiautomatic function. Change of knife   
slide to operating speed and engagement of 
pressure bar is manually done.
- Manual operation of each single movement.


